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Abstract

This paper presents a novel visual analysis based
framework for automated planogram compliance check
in retail stores. Our framework provides an efficient
and convenient solution for ensuring planogram com-
pliance by real-time analysis of the shelf image acquired
in freehand manner. We present a novel application of
Hausdorff metric for occupancy computation in prod-
uct shelf images. Subsequently, we present a robust
solution for product counting which applies robust row
detection algorithm, and exploits texture and color fea-
ture for accurate counting. In this context, our system
addresses the most general scenario of multiple vari-
eties in single product type. The empirical validation
of our framework is demonstrated on range of real-life
images from stores located across different geographies,
where it has achieved satisfactory and encouraging re-
sults.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present a novel visual analysis
based method for evaluating planogram compliance of
a product shelf. We require only the product shelf im-
age captured on-line by a smart phone, where an ideal
image describing the planogram compliant state of the
product shelf and corresponding product image tem-
plates are stored in a database. Using this our frame-
work identifies the non-compliant locations, as well as
product count in an efficient and user friendly manner.

1.1 Related Works

The planogram (fig.1) is a diagram or model that
indicates the placement of retail products on shelves
for customer ease and convenience, resulting maximum
sales. The research in retail marketing has shown that
maintaining the planogram compliance can improve
the overall profit by significant measure [1].

Figure 1: Compliant & non-compliant planogram.
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Most of the previous approaches dealing with the
automation of this problem rely on either using RFID
tags [2–4], or ancient accounting and inventory man-
agement methods sometimes augmented with data
from an array of sensors [5].
The RFID based approach faces the problem of

exponential cost of sensor installation and time-
consuming hard-work of attaching tags with every
product and removing them again at the billing
counter. Additionally inspite of being capital intensive,
it is not able to produce desired and completely cor-
rect results [4]. The inventory based methods maintain
the product log at the checkout point and work with
assumption that if a product is selected, it would be re-
placed at the same spot. A fallacy which is shared with
some of the RFID/Sensor based approaches. These as-
sumptions cannot be considered to be valid specially
in conditions of high traffic, or during the off-season
when low stocks are maintained on the shelves. In this
problem domain, some image analysis based methods
have been proposed which can cater to some of the
problems discussed above. Nevertheless, some of these
approaches rely on fixed/mounted cameras for moni-
toring requiring template images for all of the products
available in the store [6]. Also this approach is not able
to properly test planogranm compliance, if the front-
face of product is not clearly visible [6], [7]. Some even
rely on real-time monitoring, been done by sales reps
at the back-end [8].
Major Contributions: With respect to the obser-

vations discussed above, our contributions are as fol-
lows. We present an efficient framework for planogram
compliance check in retail marketing scenario by a sim-
ple smart-phone click of a specific product shelf. we
define an innovative application of Hausdorff metric
for occupancy computation. Also, we propose a sim-
ple combination of texture, and color feature for robust
product count. In particular, our framework provides
the following solutions.

(1) Occupancy computation: Partial or Complete
presence of different products(fig. 1).

(2) Product location: Positions and placements of
products.

(3) Product count: Number of different products in
the shelf.

2 Our Framework
Our framework consists of three modules: Row

extraction, Occupancy computation, and Count and
placement identification. The flow starts with product
shelf image acquisition, this is followed by some pre-
processing steps to extract the ROI (Region of Inter-
est). The row extraction then identifies different shelf
rows. Subsequently, these rows are processed for the
occupancy, count and placement computation.
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Preprocessing: ROI extraction First step is
the perspective distortion rectification of example im-
age which is captured by a hand-held mobile phone
camera (or any other suitable device). The user se-
lects corner points of the product shelf using the touch
screen. Using these four points, we rectify the perspec-
tive distortion in image, using the conventional projec-
tive geometry rectification [9] as shown in fig. 3.

Figure 3: Corner Selection for Rectification

2.1 Occupancy computation with respect to the
reference

This approach works on basis of comparison of ex-
ample image describing the ROI of product shelf with
a reference image. The reference image stored in the
database depicts the planned planogram for the prod-
uct shelf as shown in figure 1. Therefore, any deviation
in the example image from this should be a identified.
In particular, we encounter following scenarios while

computing the occupancy: missing products (both
complete and partial i.e. empty front protion in
shelf rows), misplaced products, and extraneous prod-
ucts(fig. 1). Broadly, they can be described by only
two classes: i) Completely, and ii) Partially miss-
ing case including misplacements, extraneous products
and empty front portions.

2.2 Hausdorff map based occupancy computa-
tion

The point-to-point comparison of example with ref-
erence image will not be effective because of small
shifts, and misalignments due to the nature of the ap-
plication. Therefore, we generate a local distance map
for example and reference image based on Hausdorff
metric [10]; which is subsequently applied for compar-
ison. The metric is defined in eqn.(1).

H(A,B) = max{h(A,B), h(B,A)} (1)

Here A, and B are the local spatial areas of refer-
ence, and example image which are being compared.
Whereas a and b (in eqn.(2)) are smaller divisions in A
and B, i.e., A and B are the super-masks, and a and b
denote sub-masks in corresponding super-masks. For
all experiments discussed in this paper, super-masks
A and B were selected of 9 × 9, whereas sub-masks a
and b were of the size 3×3 pixels respectively. h(A,B)
in the eqn. 1 denotes the directed Hausdorff distance
given as follows:

h(A,B) = max
a∈A

{min
b∈B

{d(a, b)}} (2)

The selection of d would be discussed later in this
section. Figure 2 shows the block-level representation
of our occupancy computation method using Haus-
dorff metric based distance map. It has two separate
block describing individual identification of complete
and partial missing cases. We describe them separately
in the following discussion.

2.2.1 Identification of completely missing case

For the identification of completely missing product
case, we have applied Euclidean distance as the com-
parison metric d(a, b) with all computations performed
in RGB color space (as shown in figure 2). We observed
that this metric in the selected color space is robust for
identifying the missing, misplaced and wrongly placed
products due to the prominient difference in RGB in-
tensity values with reference. Here, the sub-masks a
and b were expressed as the mean value of pixel in-
tensities in RGB planes in the defined region of 3× 3.
Using these values of a, b, and d as Euclidean distance,
we plot the distance map between example and refer-
ence image, and apply Otsu’s thresholding [11] crite-
rion. The foreground in the binary image would corre-
spond to the completely missing case as shown in the
upper portion of figure 2.

2.2.2 Identification of partial missing case

Referring figure 1(e), a product is considered to be
partially missing when the corresponding row is par-

Figure 2: Comparison of Reference and Current Image for Occupancy Computation
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tially depleted. This leads to an inherent shade on
the packets placed at inner rows in the stack. This
causes decrease in the light intensity value onto the
packet; easily to be captured with the distribution of
value channel in HSV space. Therefore, we define the
sub-masks a and b expressed as Value (V) distribution
in their defined region of 3 × 3. For the purpose of
d(a, b) computation, Chi-Square distance was applied
as shown in equation 3

d(H1, H2) =
∑

I

(H1(I)−H2(I))
2

H1(I)
(3)

Here, H1 and H2 are the histograms of the sub-masks
of reference and example image. Nevertheless, this ap-
proach generates resulting distance map with noisy ar-
tifacts at product boundaries. We address these arti-
facts by generating the self Hausdorff map of the ref-
erence image using horizontal and vertical translation
as shown in the figure 4. Understandably, the distance
for the translation has to be the difference between
size of super and sub-masks. The self Hausdorff map
is then subtracted from the example image distance
map, which filters out the noisy artifacts. Further,
thresholding distance map with Otsu’s [11] criterion,
we get the binary distance map in which the foreground
would correspond to partial missing cases as shown in
the lower portion of figure 2.

Figure 4: Self-Hausdroff map creation

Combination of the completely, and partial missing
cases give the occupancy estimate for the product shelf.
Furthermore, the accuracy and efficiency of this mod-
ule improves if the input is in form of rows, that have
been extracted by the row identification module dis-
cussed in the next section.

2.3 Product shelf row identification

In the next step, we extract different rows of prod-
uct shelf. The row identification not only improves
overall computing time, but also increases recognition
accuracy; as the product detection is reduced to the
scanning the region between two rows.

Figure 5: Row Extraction

Our approach is for extraction of rows is based on the
premise that the most prominent horizontal line in the

shelf will be divisions or row partitions. First, we find
all vertical changes in the image using Sobel deriva-
tive giving us chg img. Next, we apply Hough trans-
form [12] on chg img to detect all possible straight
lines.(refer fig. 5)
An important problem in this computation is the

scenario of detection of large number of uniformly
spaced lines in crowded product shelves. This causes
error in the accurate detection of rows. To overcome
this problem, we propose an automated solution for
selection of related parameters, i.e., Sobel derivative
threshold, and Voting threshold in Hough transform
based line detection. The solution is described below
(Refer algorithm 1 ). Once converged, we have opti-
mum value of these parameters for given chg img.

Algorithm 1 Line Reduction Algorithm

1: procedure reduceLines(sobTh, hoghTh, img)
2: maxLines ← (img.ht/10)
3: while linDtcd > maxLines do
4: linDtcd ← HoughLines(sobTh, hoghTh, img)
5: incr ← (linDtcd/maxLines)
6: hoghTh ← (hoghTh+ incr)
7: sobTh ← sobTh+ (incr/2)
8: end while
9: return sobTh, hoghTh

10: end procedure

2.4 Product Count and Placement Computation

After row detection, the analytical objective is to
get product counts and their locations with respect
to rows. Considering the current retail marketing, we
have several very similar products having very minor
differences. Our row level product count assumes the
availability of exact product templates. The approach
follows two steps: i) We do detection based texture
properties of product image, ii) Subsequently, we elim-
inate false positives using color features. The details
are as follows.
Detection using texture features: We have used

SURF feature [13] based detection for first level of
product detection. For identifying the region to be
matched with templates, we follow a sliding window
approach. As we have rows already detected, we need
to identify the sliding window width with respect to
the aspect-ratio of the product-template. The height
of the window being equal to the height of the row it-
self. To find the sliding window width, we multiply the
aspect-ratio(w/h) of the template with window height.
Also, in subsequent iterations, instead of sliding the
window by a pixel or by the window width, we move
it by 1/3 of the window width. This is a trade-off for
ensuring both detection speed and accuracy.
False positive removal using color feature The

SURF based detection generates many false positives
for many flavours of one product primarily differen-
tiable only by color while keeping the packing design
and graphics similar. For addressing this situation, we
apply next level of filtration for removal of false pos-
itives by matching the color histogram between the
template image and the detected regions in example
image (refer figure 6).
Since, the region and template may be of different

dimensions, we apply normalized histogram and use
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Figure 6: Detection: Row1 - SURF; Row 2 - SURF +
Color Histogram

Bhattacharya distance for measuring the similarity be-
tween two distributions. The Bhattacharya distance
between two equalized histograms h1, and h2 is defined
as in eq. 4.

d(h1, h2) =

√
1−

∑
i

√
h1(i) · h2(i) (4)

3 Empirical Evaluation and Analysis
We have evaluated our framework on eight collec-

tion of product shelf images from different retail stores
across the world captured during different times. We
also have corresponding reference images, and product
template images. These images varied from 2448×3264
to 598 × 800. After perspective rectification, we nor-
malize all of these images to the size of 220 × 300 for
occupancy computation. The results related to various
aspects are as follows:
Accuracy: The efficacy of our approach has been

evaluated based on the subjective evaluation. The oc-
cupancy computation basically requires the verification
of shelf areas having complete or partial missing cases.
Table 1 summarizes complete results on all images. For
occupancy detection, where the objective was to de-
tect the planogram non-compliant points(violations),
our approach has correctly identified all such cases.
Similarly, for row detection, we were able to detect all
rows in our images collection. For product counting,
we evaluated on 25 different types of different sizes cov-
ering 25 ∼ 75% of shelf height. Nevertheless, our solu-
tion achieved perfect result for only 23 product types
as the two true negatives were were soft plastic bags
having irreglar shapes in vertical placements. Here the
color histogram macthing was done with 20 bins for
each plane in RGB sapace.

Table 1: Complete results

Module # of viola-
tions/rows/products

# of our de-
tections

Occupancy det. 36 36
Row extraction 92 92
Product ident. 25 23

Efficiency and Robustness: Figure 7 shows
screen-shot of our planogram compliance evaluation
framework. Our approach is highly efficient. Our sub-
optimal implementation on an ordinary 2GB RAM, i3
processor based workstation takes less than 1 second
process one image of all sizes available in the collec-
tion. Our approach needs to scan the rows of the shelf
only in one dimension, instead of scanning the whole
shelf along the height and width. It reduces the appli-
cation run time complexity from O(n2) to O(n). Also

the robustness is ensured in the occupancy computa-
tion stage by employing self Hausdorff map based fil-
tration. Also, the techniques used for row extraction
and placement detection are translation invariant.

Figure 7: Product Count and Placement Workbench

4 Conclusion
Our approach for ensuring planogram compliance is

robust efficient and user friendly. Also unlike other
related approaches, occupancy computation module is
able to detect all the differences from the ideal condi-
tion, irrespective of the product face being visible or
not. However the product placement detection mod-
ule suffers from this limitation like other related ap-
proaches. Therefore further progress can be made in
not only improving this module but also in figuring out
an approach such that even the product templates are
extracted automatically from the reference image.
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